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ABSTRACT

Virtual desktop environments (VDEs) typically employ shared
storage with the goal to benefit from the I/O optimizations
therein. However, the Virtual Machine (VM) management
that enables VDEs is typically agnostic of VM I/O charac-
teristics. Thus, the opportunities for I/O reduction tech-
niques, e.g., deduplication, which improve storage scalabil-
ity and efficiency are constrained. We present SMIO, a VM
management system that detects VM I/O similarities, and
places the VMs such that the effectiveness of I/O reduction
techniques is enhanced—as much as 4.9× compared to the
standard approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems — distributed applications

General Terms: Algorithms, Performance, Evaluation.
Keywords: virtual machine placement and migration

1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual desktop environments (VDEs) are becoming pop-

ular due to their lower cost, high performance and scala-
bility. Shared storage is a key component of VDEs, and
I/O optimizations are considered crucial to sustaining high
scalability. In this context, researchers have observed large
amounts of duplicate IOPS across VDEs. This is because the
Virtual Machine (VM) images are usually created using the
same golden image and deploy a similar set of applications
such as anti-virus software. A number of I/O reduction tech-
niques such as dedup-box, Atlantis ILIO, Capo [FAST’11],
and Seacache [MASCOTS’12], have been proposed to iden-
tify and remove such duplicated I/O load from the shared
storage system to improve efficiency. The effectiveness of
these techniques depends on the amount of duplicated data
accessed by the VMs running on a physical host. The goal
of this work is to avoid sub-optimal VM placement and co-
locate similar VMs on the same hosts, which increases sim-
ilar accesses on the hosts, consequently creating higher op-
portunity for I/O reduction.

2. DESIGN
We propose SMIO, a VM placement technique that con-

siders I/O similarity among VMs to improve the efficiency
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of I/O reduction techniques by locating VMs with similar
I/Os on the same physical host.
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Figure 1: SMIO architec-

ture.

Figure 1 shows the
architecture of SMIO.
SMIO: (1) detects I/O
similarity among differ-
ent VMs; (2) utilizes hi-
erarchical clustering to
produce a new I/O-
similarity-aware VM place-
ment scheme periodically;
and (3) migrates the
VMs when benefits of similar VM consolidation outweigh
migration cost. We employ sampling instead of continuous
I/O monitoring to control the network and I/O overhead
and ensure scalability to thousands of VMs. We also adopt
a hybrid hierarchical clustering technique, where computa-
tion of cost-benefit analysis of VM migration is offloaded to
the individual physical hosts on which the VMs are running,
and the results from the hosts are combined at a centralized
manager to determine global VM migration scheme.

3. EVALUATION
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Figure 2: I/O bandwidth con-

sumption under training center

trace.

We evaluated the
effectiveness of SMIO
through trace driven
simulations. Fig-
ure 2 shows that
SMIO effectively
detects similarities
between different
set of VMs and
reduces the I/O
bandwidth consump-
tion by as much
as 4.9× for read path and 2.1% for write path compared
to state-of-the-art FFD [VEE’09] that manages VMs with-
out considering I/O similarities.

4. CONCLUSION
By incorporating I/O similarity information in VM man-

agement decision, SMIO is able to improve the effectiveness
of I/O reduction techniques. Moreover, SMIO paves the way
for designing innovative holistic I/O optimizations, which
further improves scalability and storage efficiency.
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